Abstract. We prove that the Zariski multiplicity conjecture for families of hypersurfaces of dimension ^ 2 with isolated singularities is equivalent to the conjecture for families of hypersurfaces with line singularities.
nonzero, /_ := fvu_, > has an isolated singularity at the origin and u(f ), the Milnor number of fs , is independent of s0 ; we denote this common value by O L ß(f) ■ We also have in this situation that, for all k sufficiently large, f + s has an isolated singularity at the origin ([L2 ] , [M] ). Now, let yfs denote the ideal {df/dxx, ... ,df/dxn)fC\cfn+l in rf"+l. Then, as a germ at the origin, V(yf) is the polar curve of / with respect to J w the coordinate 5 ( [HL] , [L, ] ).
Proposition (Iomdine-Lê formula [I] , [L2] ). Suppose k > dimc(¿f0"+ /(yf s + (f) )cfç+ ) and f + s has an isolated singularity at the origin. Then,
where b¡(f) denotes the ith Betti number of the Milnor fibre f at the origin.
Remark. We shall need the bound which appears in the statement above. This bound does not appear explicitly in [L 2 ] .
Of course, the Betti numbers of the Milnor fibre of / are invariants of the ambient topological type of V(f) at the origin (see [L3 ] ). We would like to know the same thing about ß.
Proposition. For hypersurfaces with smooth one-dimensional singular sets, ß(f) is an invariant of the ambient topological type of V(f) at the origin.
Proof. By definition, for all s0 ^ 0 arbitrarily close to 0, fi(fSQ) = ß ■ Hence, for a fixed small s0 ^ 0, / gives a /z-constant family along the s-axis near (0,s0) and thus the Milnor fibre of / at (0,s0) is a cross-product of a disc with the Milnor fibre of / at (0,s0) in C x {s0} ([Lx ] ). In particular, ß can be recovered from the homotopy type of the Milnor fibre of / at (0 ,s0)-which is an invariant of the ambient topological type of V(f) at (0,s0) in Cn+ . But, the topological type of V(f) at points (0,s0) arbitrarily close to the origin in C"+l is determined by the topological type of V(f) at the origin. (This is immediate since for U and U' open neighborhoods of 0, if
It is now easy to sketch the proof of the main result. One implication is trivial.
Suppose the multiplicity conjecture is true for families of line singularities. Let ft = ft(xx, ... ,xn) be a family of isolated origin singularities with constant ambient topological type (for t near 0). Then, by considering ^ asa family in one higher dimension, we have a family of line singularities with 2 It is, however, completely unclear that: if / has a smooth one-dimensional singular set and V(f) and V(g) have the same ambient topological type at the origin, then g has a smooth singular set.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use constant ambient topological type and so, by our assumption, mult0(/i) must be constant.
Suppose, on the other hand, that the multiplicity conjecture is true for families of isolated singularities. Let ft = ft(xx, ... ,xn,s) be a (reduced) family of line singularities as above with constant ambient topological type (for t near 0). Then, bn(ft) -bn_x(ft) and ß(ft) are constant in t. What we would like to do is use the Iomdine-Lê formula to conclude that: for k sufficiently large, f, + s is a //-constant family of isolated singularities for all t small.
Assuming this for the moment, we proceed. We must now make the additional assumption that « ^ 2. Then, as ß(ft + s ) is constant, the ambient topological type of V(ft+s ) is constant by [LR] and so-since we are assuming the multiplicity conjecture for families of isolated singularities-mult0(/r + s ) is constant. But, this is true for all k sufficiently large; hence, mult0(7¡) must be constant.
The above proof will be complete once we prove the following uniform version of the Iomdine-Le formula:
Proposition (Uniform Iomdine-Lê formula, [M] ). Let ft = ft(xx, ... ,xn,s) be a family of line singularities as above. Then, for all k sufficiently large,
M(fl + sk) = bn(fl)-bn-i(f,) + khft)
for all t sufficiently small.
Proof. The proof is an exercise in commutative algebra.
First, if k is large enough so that f0 + s has an isolated singularity at 0, then f + s must have an isolated singularity at 0 for all t small. Now, noting the bound given with the Iomdine-Lê formula, what we must show is that for t0 small dimc(r5p0'!+ /(y, s + (f,))) is a bounded function of t0.
Let A = ^c"+i><c,m/o = {x,s,t-t0), and a = (df/dxx, ... ,df/dxn). As we are assuming that f0, has an isolated singularity at the origin, dim0 V(a ,s ,t)
-0 and thus we see that V(a) ç C"+ is purely two-dimensional at 0. Letting X -aAj-nA + fA , we see that V(X) is the intersection of V(f) with the union of the components of V(a) which are not contained in V(f). Therefore, V(X) is purely one-dimensional at 0. Let ß denote the localization X, r ,DA. Note that (a + {t -t0))Af C\A = yf¡ s, and if t0 ¿ 0 is small enough so that V(xx, ... ,xn,s) is the only component of V(X) containing ( 
as A/(ß + (t -tQ)) is already m; -local. Finally, dimc(A/(ß + (t-10))) is well known to be an upper-semicontinuous function of t0 (by an application of Nakayama's lemma to the finitely generated
Note. There is an even more trivial proof of the above result, if one is willing to use some basic results on intersection numbers.
With this proposition proven, our earlier argument proves:
Theorem. The Zariski multiplicity conjecture is true for families of hypersurfaces of dimension ^ 2 with isolated singularities if and only if it is true for families of hypersurfaces with line singularities.
Remarks. One might wonder if such a result is also correct for families of hypersurfaces with arbitrary one-dimensional singular sets. The Iomdine-Lê formula (and the uniform version) are still obtainable in this case with ß replaced by Ylv nvhv > where v runs over all components of the singular set of f ,nv is the degree of the restriction of the map s to the curved v , and ßv is the Milnor number of a generic hyperplane slice of / at a point on v sufficiently close to 0. The problem is to show that this number is an invariant of the ambient topological type of V(f). As we already know that ß is such an invariant, it remains to be shown that nv is also an invariant (at least for generic s). So we have the following multiplicity problem:
Let v be a (reduced) one-dimensional component of 'LV(f) through the origin. Is mult0 u an invariant of the ambient topological type of V(f) at the origin?
Aside from the generalization to arbitrary one-dimensional singular sets, one might also wonder about similar results for families of hypersurfaces with singular sets of higher dimension. The problem here is that no good analog of the Iomdine-Lê formula is known.
